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Thank you for the work you have done in response to the recommendations of the Kerslake Review.
We support the overall aim of making councillors more closely aligned to natural communities and
more accountable to those communities and welcome the early focus of your consultation in
seeking to identify those communities.
We believe that the first draft of the proposals creates two major problems relating to a) the balance
of wards and b) community identity.
The first is the balance between two member wards and one member wards.
According to these proposals, 48 city councillors would represent two-member wards and 53
councillors would represent single member wards.
We believe that the spirit of the Kerslake Review is to create single member wards, except where
there is clear community logic for a 2 member ward.
Therefore in our submission we offer a number of “splits” to create a greater number of single
member wards, where there is no particular community logic for a two member ward.
We also note a number of instances where the use of single member wards will specifically enhance
the status and voice of marginalised communities.
The outcome of our proposals is a council with 69 councillors representing single member wards and
32 councillors representing 16 two member wards.
It should be noted that our proposals reduce the variations in ward size, in spite of having more
single member wards. There are just two wards that are 9% adrift from the average – compared with
four in the draft boundary commission proposals.
This narrative is supported by the map and the spreadsheet that we also submit.
The second is achieving genuine expression of community and neighbourhood identity, which despite
best intentions the draft proposals have failed to achieve. We have listened to submissions from local
community groups and drawn on the experiences of our own members and councillors to offer a
series of proposals that improve alignment between historic communities and the new boundaries.
In our response we tackle widely expressed concerns that some of the draft proposals appear to
isolate or even eliminate the centres of communities, eg Moseley, Selly Oak , Perry Beeches,
Erdington, Hall Green, Tyseley and Acocks Green. This can be mostly be addressed by some simple
renaming and by some limited movement of polling districts. (See Part one)
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Part 1 – Community identity
In this section we look at how we can more closely align ward boundaries - and names - with clear
community identities.
In many areas this can be done by a simple name change or by relatively small moves in the
proposed boundaries.
1/ Acocks Green and Tyseley area.
Acocks Green has been rightly created as a two member ward in response to community requests.
We propose a change that retains the area to the north of Acocks Green station – the core of old
Acocks Green, which originally developed around Acocks Green station, entirely within the Acocks
Green Ward.
We have attended many meetings with different groups in Acocks Green and there is strong support
in the community for doing this.
This is achieved by moving polling districts CAH and CAJ from the proposed Yardley West ward. To
balance this, the area to the west of the A4040 (Fox Hollies Road) moves to Yardley West.
Yardley West is then renamed Tyseley and Hay Mills .
The proposed Tyseley and Hay Mills ward then has Tyseley station and the Tyseley industrial area at
its heart and a large part of the residential area of Tyseley together with the residential community
of Hay Mills.
The new Acocks Green ward is then made up almost entirely of neighbourhoods that identify as
being part of Acocks Green.
In comparison, the Labour proposals for Acocks Green make little sense from a community point of
view and are deeply disappointing. Only about 55% of the residents in their proposed new 2
member Acocks Green ward would identify themselves as living in Acocks Green (or have an Acocks
Green post code). The rest are residents of Tyseley and Hay Mills. Their ward also contains the
Tyseley Industrial Area. Meanwhile they create a Fox Hollies Ward, which consists almost entirely of
residents of Acocks Green, who are therefore split from the 2 member Acocks Green Ward. There is
considerable community desire to keep as much of Acocks Green together as possible and our
proposal demonstrates how this can be done, with minimal knock on impact on other wards.
2/ Hall Green
The draft Tyseley ward is renamed Hall Green North.
A regeneration area, off Spring Road and Shaftmoor Lane, is moved to our proposed Tyseley and Hay
Mills ward. This brings it into the same ward as the rest of the area immediately around Spring Road
station, which will need improvements to support the regeneration of the wider area. It will
therefore be beneficial to have the whole area in the same ward.
Hall Green South remains as in the draft proposals.
The draft Hall Green North is renamed Hall Green Central
By creating three Hall Green wards, the proposals will reduce the sense of the historic Hall Green
being “broken up” and continue to support a strong sense of where the community of Hall Green is.
It will create a clear cluster of Hall Green seats with councillors who can work together for the
benefit of the community of Hall Green.

3/ Yardley and Stechford
The Yardley West ward no longer exists making it possible to rename the proposed Stechford and
Yardley wards as:
Stechford West becomes Stechford
Stechford East becomes Yardley , reflecting Yardley’s historical centre
Yardley East becomes South Yardley. The area is known locally as South Yardley with local street
signs describing it in this way. Retaining this nomenclature for the ward name therefore makes most
sense.
4/ Perry Barr area
Perry Beeches we propose to rename as Perry Park following consultation locally by the local
councillors.
The Perry Beeches area is locally regarded as centring on the Perry Beeches school campus, which
falls outside the proposed ward and sits in the draft Oscott ward. We are informed that the naming
“Perry Beeches” on ordnance survey maps is not recognised locally and has been applied to an
estate that calls itself Booths Farm/Great Barr.
Perry Park in contrast falls wholly within the new ward and is at the heart of it.
However it should be noted that the community aspiration remains to have a single Perry Barr ward,
containing the ward’s historical heartland. This two member ward would combine Perry Hall and the
Perry Beeches/Perry Park ward and would represent the area that was common to Perry Barr ward
prior to 2004 and post 2004.
There is a small anomaly to rectify in the proposed division into Perry Hall and Perry Beeches/ Perry
Park. There is a “spur” on the right hand side of the Walsall Road which stretches up to the busy
Scott Arms junction/shopping centre. We suggest that Walsall Road, from Queslett Road to Booths
Farm Road, east side, is reallocated to Perry Park/Perry Beeches – a transfer of some 200 voters,
which would improve the balance between the two wards. This would link the segment of Scott
Arms in Birmingham with its hinterland.
5/ Moseley
Please see map for details.
There has been huge concern about the “shrinking” of Moseley and the moving of Moseley centre
out of the Moseley ward.
We address this concern by creating a single member Balsall Heath ward and a two member
Moseley Ward and moving some neighbourhoods identifying as Moseley back from Kings Heath.
Rename Sparkhill South as Springfield & Moseley East
Rename Sparkhill North as Sparkhill
6/ North Birmingham, Kingstanding and Erdington
We have received the submission of North Birmingham Communities Together and we are happy to
support the bulk of their proposals, which create a strong boundary for Erdington and Kingstanding.
This is reflected on our map.
The exception is that we believe Oscott should be two single member wards.
We have also noted and rectified a small anomaly in their proposals involving the part of
Thornbridge Avenue currently in Oscott ward. This is traditionally part of the “Beeches Estate”, was
in Perry Barr ward prior to 2004 and is severed from its neighbouring roads. We would therefore
restore it to Oscott together with a small part of the Aldridge Road.

7/ Jewellery Quarter
We support the aspiration for a Jewellery Quarter ward and therefore support the revised
Conservative proposals for west Birmingham as they achieve this objective effectively, creating a
Jewellery Quarter and City Centre ward, together with restoring some communities on the west of
the city which have long been subsumed into larger wards.

Part 2 – More Single Member wards
Proposed Oscott ward
Based on the North Birmingham Communities Together proposals we propose creating an Oscott
North and Oscott South ward.
Thornbridge Avenue, currently in CVG polling district, should stay in Oscott ward. It is a traditional
part of the Beeches estate, formerly in Perry Barr ward, and residents would be horrified at moving
to Kingstanding, especially when the side roads stay in Oscott ward
We would split their new Oscott ward into Oscott North and Oscott South.
Oscott North to comprise CVA,CVB,CVI, CVC
Oscott South to comprise CVE,CVF, CVD plus Thornbridge Avenue
Although initially it’s not obvious on the map, in fact this split places:
All of Dyas Road (together with cul-de-sacs that run off it) in Oscott South effectively using it as a
strong boundary
All of Shady Lane in Oscott South
Oscott alternative
Should you not accept the North Birmingham Communities Together proposals, Oscott ward can be
divided effectively as follows:
Old Oscott and a new Perry Beeches
Quote from Birmingham Mail: “6. Made up districts survive the cull. A few years ago, the council
made up some ward names to cover diverse communities – thus residents of east Great Barr and
west Kingstanding were combined under Oscott (after the old religious college).”
Old Oscott – CVC, CVD , CVF and CVI. This is the area quite clearly centred on Old Oscott, bounded
by King’s Road, Kingstanding Road and Aldridge Road
Perry Beeches – CVE, CVG and CVH, using Aldridge Road rather than Booths Lane as the boundary
Commentary: CVE largely comprises the neighbourhoods moved out of the traditional Perry Barr
ward in 2004 together with an area of new housing on Booths Lane. This all centres on the large
Perry Beeches School campus and is more appropriately named Perry Beeches, which the school has
successfully marketed as a brand name for an expanding chain of academies and free schools.
CVG, the Greenholm neighbourhood, is geographically detached from the rest of the former Oscott
ward and identifies as Perry Barr or Kingstanding. CVH, as other submissions have noted, identifies
as Kingstanding .
Central to both these alternatives for single member Oscott wards is the status of the current CVE
polling district.
This largely comprises:
• neighbourhoods moved from Perry Barr ward (under protest) in 2004;
• the new Booths Lane housing district.
We believe this area should be given more “clout” and therefore should be central to a single
member ward rather than subsumed onto the edge of a two member ward

Proposed Aston ward
Becomes Birchfield East and Aston
Rename Birchfield as Birchfield West
This will reflect more accurately the identity of the Birchfield area as being in Birchfield and Perry
Barr, rather than Aston.
The map shows the proposed division using strong boundaries.
This is another instance where single member wards will enhance the status of neglected
communities.
In this case residents of polling district CWI are very opposed to being “returned” to Aston from
Perry Barr ward and are concerned about being marginalised. In a single member ward, this district
would be less marginal whereas in the two member ward it would certainly be marginal.
Proposed Weoley Ward
As per map divides into Selly Oak and Weoley.
This division restores the historic community of Selly Oak, which disappears under the current
proposals.
Proposed Bournbrook and Selly Park
Why have a composite two member ward with two names?
Our proposals create a Bournbrook Ward and a Selly Park ward with boundaries well defined by
Raddlebarn Road and Bournbrook Road.
Glebe Farm and Tile Cross
This is a two member ward with a composite name, strung out over a vast distance with no clear
connecting factors.
As per the map, this can be divided into Glebe Farm and Kitts Green & Tile Cross
Bromford and Hodge Hill
Again the use of a composite name for a two member ward indicates that it should be single
member wards. On our map we divide it into Bromford and Hodge Hill
Handsworth Wood
It has proved easier to identify a split for Handsworth Wood than might be expected. Friary Road is a
particularly strong boundary as shown on the map.
This creates the wards of Handsworth Wood and Hamstead Hall. There is a Hamstead Hall Forum,
which would be contained within the new ward and a large Hamstead Hall school campus together
with the historic Hamstead Hall building.

Appendix 1 - Snapshot of map setting out amendments and projected
electorates (full map submitted separately)

Appendix 2 - list of proposed wards and projected electorates
Ward
Acocks Green
Allens Cross
Alum Rock
Aston
Balsall Heath
Bartley Green
Billesley
Birchfield East
Birchfield West
Bordesley & Highgate
Bordesley Green
Bournbrook
Bournville & Cotteridge
Brandwood
Bromford
Castle Vale
City Centre and Jewellery Quarter
Edgbaston
Edgbaston Reservoir
Erdington
Frankley
Garrett's Green
Glebe Farm
Gravelly Hill
Hall Green Central
Hall Green North
Hall Green South
Hamstead Hall
Handsworth East
Handsworth West
Handsworth Wood
Harborne
Hawkesley
Heartlands
Highter's Heath
Hodge Hill
King's Heath
King's Norton
Kingstanding
Kitts Green & Tile Cross
Ladywood
Lozells
Monyhull
Moseley
Nechells
Newtown
Northfield
Oscott North
Oscott South

Final2021figure
Councillors
17431
2
8019
1
8776
1
7497
1
7805
1
16670
2
14770
2
7905
1
8098
1
7794
1
7794
1
8356
1
15581
2
7767
1
8337
1
7403
1
8655
1
15688
2
8182
1
15953
2
8753
1
7982
1
8052
1
15079
2
8656
1
7738
1
8569
1
8634
1
8338
1
8549
1
8503
1
16601
2
8162
1
8025
1
8472
1
8260
1
7810
1
8179
1
15439
2
7713
1
8537
1
8499
1
8103
1
14793
2
8617
1
8153
1
16574
2
7910
1
7949
1

Perry Common
Perry Hall
Perry Park
Pype Hayes
Quinton
Rednal & Rubery
Saltley
Selly Oak
Selly Park
Shard End
Sheldon
Small Heath
South Yardley
Sparkbrook
Sparkhill
Springfield & Moseley East
Stechford
Stirchley
Stockland Green
Summerfield
Sutton Boldmere
Sutton Four Oaks
Sutton Maney
Sutton Mere Green
Sutton Parkside
Sutton Reddicap
Sutton Roughley
Sutton Walmley & Minworth
Sutton Whitehouse Common
Sutton Wylde Green
Tyseley & Hay Mills
Ward End
Weoley
West Heath
Winson Green
Yardley

8383
7991
7588
7849
16399
8181
8717
8600
8287
7967
15629
15217
7809
16192
8623
8581
7877
7884
7863
8454
7772
7553
7514
7486
8038
7892
7424
14887
7603
7601
8687
8140
8563
8477
8565
7979

1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

